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Abstract 
 

This paper seeks to demonstrate that an ergative analysis for the Philippine 
language, Molbog, is a preferred analysis to the more traditional nominative 
analysis which has been posited for many Philippine languages. I will describe  the 
case marking system and the focus system in two Philippine languages. In this 
description a nominative analysis will be compared with an ergative analysis. I will 
then present evidence from the discourse analysis of a Molbog narrative that will 
favor the ergative analysis. This discourse evidence is based on salience schemas 
that assign sentences to bands of salience relying on the function of the verb within 
narrative discourse. For Molbog, Object Focus (OF) verbs are the more dominant 
structure to the Agent Focus (AF) verbs at this discourse level. It will be shown how 
this evidence supports an ergative analysis.
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1. Introduction* 

 
It is not straightforward whether Philippine languages should be analyzed as ergative-

absolutive (henceforth ‘ergative’) or nominative-accusative (henceforth ‘nominative’), 

because the morphological facts are often ambivalent.  It is the purpose of this paper to 

provide discourse evidence that supports an ergative anlaysis in Molbog.1  

The first ergative analysis of a Philippine language was presented by Gerdts for 

Ilokano (Gerdts 1980).2 This was a novel interpretation for the morphological case marking 

system in these languages. Prior to this time a nominative analysis predominated (Bell, 1976; 

Schachter and Otanes 1972; Schachter 1976). More recently, others have contributed to an 

ergative perspective in their research of various Philippine languages (De Guzman 1988 for 

Tagalog and Kapampangan; Walton 1986 for Sama; Brainard 1994 for Karao and Walters 

1995 for Cebuano). This ergative analysis can, however, be reinterpreted as nominative on 

purely morphological grounds, with opposing implications. Such implications extend beyond 

the boundary of morphology and bleed into syntax (Gerdts 1988) and higher levels of 

grammar, such as, discourse (Coorman , et al 1988; Walton 1995). The present paper briefly 

describes case marking and the focus system in some Philippine languages. Then evidence is 

adduced outside of morphology to further support an ergative analysis. This further evidence 

as found in the Molbog3 language is based on certain insights provided by Longacre’s salience 

hierarchy in narrative discourse (Longacre 1989; Inglis 1997). 

 

2. Nominativity and ergativity 
At the clause level all languages reflect encoding strategies for relating the different 

nominal roles to the verb.4 Nominative and ergative are the two major strategies employed for 

such nominal role marking. 

                                                      
* I am grateful to Carol Pebley for helpful comments and the Tagalog examples used in this paper and to Ken 
Gregerson and Tom Tehan for their comments. Any remaining errors are my own. 
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2.1 Case marking 
Generally, the more agentive (causally potent) argument in a transitive clause has been 

conventionally labeled ‘A’ and the less agentive argument ‘P’ (Dixon 1979). The single 

argument of an intransitive clause has been labeled ‘S’. These three nominal relationships 

within the clause can be pictured as in (1). 

 
 
(1)       

 
S  = Single argument of Intransitive (predicate without a direct object) 
A = More agentive argument of  Transitive (predicate with a direct object) 
P  = Less agentive argument of Transitive (patient or direct object) 

 
If a language encodes S and A in the same way, then the language is said to employ a 

nominative-accusative case marking strategy. By contrast, a language that encodes S and P in 

the same way employs an ergative-absolutive case marking strategy.  

Nominative and Ergative typology can be displayed within the morphology of a 

language either in nominal case marking and/or verb agreement. Korean, for example, 

exhibits a nominative typology employing case marking but no verb agreement in (2).5   

 
(2)  
a.     �nni-ka      �yja-e     anja  itta 
       sister-NOM  chair-on   sit    is   ‘Sister (S) is sitting on the chair’ 
 
b.    Ai-ka   jal nolatta 
     child-NOM  well played    ‘The child (S) played well’ 
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c.   �nni-ka     jungkuk    yoli-l�l       hanta 
      sister-NOM  China        dish-ACC   do  ‘Sister (A) is cooking a Chinese dish (P)’ 
 
 
d.    Ai-ka     kong-�l     jhatta 
     child-NOM   ball-ACC   kicked   ‘The child (A) kicked the ball (P)’ 
 

In the intransitive clauses (2a and b), -ka marks the single argument S and in the 

transitive clause counterparts (2c and d), it marks the more agentive argument A. Thus, since 

S and A are encoded the same way with -ka, Korean can be considered a nominative-

accusative language. 

Inga6 also shows a nominative typology but differs from Korean in verb agreement and 

nominal case marking, as shown in (3). 

 
(3)  
a.   Juan-�   ri-n 
     John-NOM  go-3sNOM    ‘John (S) went’ 
 
b.   Nuca-�      ri-ni 
      I-NOM       go-1sNOM    ‘I (S) went’ 
 
c.   Juan-�� ��nuca-ta   maca-wa-n 
     John-NOM    I-ACC    hit-1sACC-3sNOM ‘John (A) hit me (P)’  
 

In (3),  S and A are both encoded with NOM(inative).  Furthermore the verbal suffixes 

that encode agreement with the subject and object show a nominative typology. 

 Ergativity also has been reported in many languages and studied in great detail, 

subsequent to the most well-known example, Dyirbal (Dixon 1972, see also 1976 and 1979). 

In contrast to a nominative strategy illustrated above, consider the ergative pattern reflected in 

Yupik (Eskimo) as in (4). 

 
(4)  
a.   Doris-aq ayallruu-q 
     Doris-ABS  travelled-3sABS   ‘Doris (S) travelled’ 
 
 
b.    Tom-am       Doris-aq      cingallru-a 
       Tom-ERG    Doris-ABS  kissed-3sERG  ‘Tom (A) kissed Doris (P)’ 
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c.     Ayallruu-nga 
        travelled-1sABS     ‘I (S) travelled’ 
 
d.     Cingallru-a-nga 
        kissed-3sERG-1sABS    ‘He (A) kissed me (P)’ 
 

In (4a) the single argument of the intransitive, S, is marked with the morpheme -aq but 

in the transitive (4b), P is the nominal marked in the same way. Yupik, therefore, can be 

considered an ergative-absolutive language. Examples (4c and d) show the same facts via the 

verb agreement morphemes -nga and -a. That is, in the verb in (4c), S is marked with -nga 

and in (4d) the P is marked with -nga. Thus, Yupik is an example of an ergative language in 

both its case morphology and verb agreement. Dyirbal reveals similar patterns to Yupik only 

without the verb agreement (5). 

 
(5)  
a.     �uma-�     banagu-nyu 
       father-ABS   return-NONFUTintrans   ‘Father (S) returned’ 
 
b.    yabu-�       banagu-nyu 
      mother-ABS   return-NONFUTintrans   ‘Mother (S) returned’ 
 
c.     �uma-�       yabu-�gu      bura-n 
       father-ABS    mother-ERG  see-NONFUTtrans  ‘Mother  (A) saw father (P)’ 
 
d.     yabu-�        �uma-�gu      bura-n 
       mother-ABS    father-ERG   see-NONFUTtrans  ‘Father (A) saw mother (P)’ 
 

In (5a and b) S is marked with the -� morpheme. Notice that in (5c and d) P is also 

marked with the same -� morpheme. In this way Dyirbal is plainly acting morphologically as 

an ergative language.  

Besides morphology, nominative and ergative typology can be displayed in syntactic 

interaction, namely clausal combination. This is shown to explain that nominativity and 

ergativity can operate on more than one level of the grammar. Some languages, such as 

Tagalog, operate as a split-ergative language. Tagalog espresses ergativity in the morphology 
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and nominativity in the syntax (Pebley 1998).7  Molbog, like Tagalog, is a split-ergative 

language. 

 

2.2 Syntax 
 
 Syntactic nominativity or ergativity interacts with the nominals based on some 

syntactic criteria. In the example in (6a and b), English is used to show that the syntactic 

phenomenon of co-reference deletion interacts on both S and A in a nominative fashion. 

 
(6)   
a.    I (A)         saw    him (P)     and     __(S)__   waved.     [who did the waving?] 
      NOM                    ACC                  NOM              
 
 
b.    * I (A)         saw    him (P)     and   __(S)__   waved.     [who did the waving?] 
           ERG          ABS         ABS 
 

In (6a), A of the first clause is the same referent, S, in the second clause of this clausal 

combination. Since they are the same referent the second occurrence can be deleted. The 

English speaker automatically knows that it is “I” who is waving and not “him”. Because the 

co-reference deletion occurs on the A and the S English can be considered a syntactically 

nominative language. The reason that (6b) is ungrammatical is that an English speaker would 

never understand this clause to mean “I saw him and he waved.” The kind of meaning elicited 

in (6b) for English must be made explicit, i.e., “I saw him and he waved.” S is not in co-

reference with P. But this is exactly how a syntactically ergative language would understand it 

to be. Consider Dyirbal again (7). 

 
(7)  
    (P)       (A)                    (S) 
       �uma-�      yabu-�gu    bura-n                      ____ banagu-nyu  
      father-ABS    mother-ERG   see-NONFUTtrans           return-NONFUTintrans                    

‘Mother saw father and returned’   
[who did the returning?] 

 
Dyirbal is a syntactically ergative language because P and S are in co-reference in (7). 

Given this fact, a Dyirbal speaker would automatically and always consider this clause, 
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“Mother saw father and returned,” to mean that father is the one doing the returning and not 

mother.  

Molbog is syntactically a nominative language. Consider the following clause 

combinations of Molbog in (8). 

 
(8) a. In-inakod   (�)��yo  no      kaay  no     siya libuwat     
         past-climb (he)  it    now   there now  he    up 

         A    P                                S 
‘(He) climbed it and he was now up there.’ 

 
b.  ogka-abis     no    o          uyow       mokon (�)��ini o punti     om boyuu   

              past-finish  now  Look!  monkey   eat               Det   banana         turtle                 
        S                      A             P 

‘The monkey went ahead and ate the turtle’s banana.’ 
   

(8a) is made up of two clauses. The first clause is transitive with A deleted under co-

reference to S in the second intransitive clause. Likewise in (8b), the first clause is intransitive 

and the second clause transitive. A is deleted under co-reference in the transitive clause. S and 

A function syntactically the same; therefore, Molbog is a syntactically nominative language. 

 

2.3 Passives and antipassives 
 
Another matter of importance with ergative typology is the antipassive construction. 

Antipassive is similar to passive in that one argument is demoted or deleted and another one 

specified in its place. With passive, the agentive argument is backgrounded and the less 

agentive argument is foregrounded. With antipassive, the less agentive argument is 

backgrounded and the more agentive one foregrounded. 

First, consider a passive construction most commonly found in nominative languages.8  

 
(9) 
       Active (transitive)      Passive (intransitive) 
a.  Everyone (A) loved her (P)       b. She (S) was loved by everyone.          
    

In the active clause in (9a), P is located after the verb and A before the verb. But in the 

passive clause, (9b), P is located before the verb while A is in an oblique noun phrase. 
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The passive clause is now intransitive because there is no direct patient relationship 

but rather an oblique relationship. Example (9b) may be considered to be derived from the 

transitive counterpart in (9a).  Also, (9b) has added the passive modal verb ‘was’ and the 

preposition ‘by’.  The passive counterpart to the active is in this way more complex, which is 

common across langauges. Pragmatically, what has occured is that everyone (which is A) in 

(9b) has been backgrounded or made less prominent because of the oblique relationship. In 

the same way, ergative languages can antipassivize by backgrounding P, making it less 

prominent. The antipassive is shown for Dyirbal in (10) (Dixon 1979). 

 
(10)  

Active (transitive) 
a.      yabu-������      �uma-�gu      bura-n 
        mother-ABS    father-ERG   see-NONFUTtrans ‘Father  (A) saw mother (P)’ 
 

Antipassive (intransitive) 
b.  �uma-�����bural-�a-nyu                               yabu-gu 
father-ABS    see-ANTIPASSIVE-NONFUTintrans  mother-DATIVE    ‘Father (S) saw mother’ 
 

 

In (10a) the active clause is transitive. In (10b) ‘mother’, or P, has been backgrounded 

and no longer is a direct object in the clause but an oblique marked by dative -gu. The verb in 

(10b) also shows an antipassive morpheme -�a- and an intransitive morpheme -nyu. The 

antipassive construction is more marked, (thus, more complex) and is derived from the 

transitive; therefore, it is called a derived intransitive.  

 
3. The focus system in some Philippine languages 
 
 Any discussion of ergativity in Philippine languages inevitably invalues the analysis 

and interpretation of the complex grammatical phenomenon known as ‘focus’. The focus 

systems of Tagalog and Molbog are illustrated below. 

 
3.1 The focus system in Tagalog 
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 Tagalog may be used to illustrate such a focus system as in (11) since it is a well 

described Philippine language and representative of many Philippine languages with similar 

patterns. 

 
(11)   Philippine Focus Systems  

Tagalog  VSO-language 
 
AF = Agent Focus  OF = Object Focus  LF = Location Focus  BF = Benefactive Focus   
sa = Locational  ang = Focus marker   ng = Non-focus marker 
 
                             Agent          Object                 Loc(ation)                   = Agent Focus (AF)            
a.  Mag-abot        ka             ng             balpen    sa     kanya 
     AF,fut-hand    FOCyou  NONFOC  pen        Loc   him 
‘(you) hand a/the pen to him’ 
 
b.                                   Agent           Object          Loc                           = Object Focus (OF)            
     i-abot              mo                   ang    balpen  sa      kanya 
     OF,fut-hand   NONFOCyou  FOC  pen        Loc   him 
‘(you) hand the pen to him’ 
 
c.                        Agent               Location     Object     = Location Focus (LF) 
     Abut-an         mo                   siya             ng              balpen 
     hand-LF,fut  NONFOCyou  FOC            NONFOC  pen 
‘(you) hand him a/the pen’  
 
d.         Agent               Benefactor       Object                  Loc        = Benefactive Focus (BF) 
     Ipag-abot      mo                    ako                ng             balpen  sa     kanya 
     BF,fut-hand  NONFOCyou   FOCme         NONFOC pen       Loc  him 
‘(you) hand a/the pen to him for me’ 
 

Transitive clauses have two core arguments, a FOCUS and a NON FOCUS argument. 

The FOCUS argument is always definite. The affixes of the verb cross-reference the FOCUS 

argument which for nominals is marked in Tagalog with ang and for pronouns uses a set of 

FOCUS pronouns (ako-1 singular, ka-2 singular,  siya-3 singular). In (11 a), mag- on the verb 

cross-references the agentive argument, ka ‘you’.  The NON FOCUS argument balpen ‘pen’ is 

marked with ng pronounced ‘nang’. In (11 b) the affix  i- on the verb cross-references the 

object  balpen ‘pen’marked with ang which is the FOCUS argument. Mo ‘you’ is a NON 

FOCUS, 2 singular pronoun. In (11 c) then, the verbal affix has been changed to Location 

Focus (LF) using the morpheme -an. The locative is now in FOCUS employing siya ‘he’ from 
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the Focus set of pronouns. The agentive argument, mo ‘you’ is NON FOCUS. Likewise the 

object balpen ‘pen’ is also NON FOCUS marked with  ng. In (11 d), the verbal affix is 

Benefactive Focus (BF) with ipag- . The benefactive argument employs the FOCUS pronoun 

ako ‘I’ making it the FOCUS.  

 

3.2 The focus system in Molbog 
 

 The focus system of Molbog is analyzed similarly to Tagalog (12).  

(12) a. Po-bi �bit         aku        surat                    kaay   indu �     ku 
            AF,fut-send  FOC’I’   NONFOCletter   Loc    mother my 
 ‘I will send a letter to my mother’ 

 
b.  s-in-u �yak mu                     aku 

               OF-jab    NONFOCyou   FOCme 
    ‘You jabbed me’ 
 

c.  su �yak-on  yo                   ini     uyow 
     jab-LF     NONFOChe  FOC  monkey 
     ‘He jabbed (at) the monkey’ 
 

 The FOCUS argument pronominal is aku ‘I’ while the FOCUS nominal is marked 

with ini (analogous to ang in Tagalog). The NON FOCUS argument proniminals are ku ‘1sg,’  

mu ‘2sg’  yo ‘3sg’ while the NON FOCUS nominal is unmarked (for a full description of 

pronominals see Appendix 1). In (12 a), the verbal affix po- cross-references the agentive 

argument aku ‘I’ placing it in focus. Surat ‘letter’ is unmarked and therefore the NON FOCUS 

nominal. In (12 b), the inffix -in- cross-references the less agentive argument aku ‘I’. The 

agentive argument mu ‘you’ is now NON FOCUS. Finally in (12 c), the verbal affix -on cross-

references the Location, uyow ‘monkey’ with the FOCUS marker ini. Instead of jabbing at the 

monkey, the monkey is now more directly affected as in ‘he jabbed the monkey’. 

 
4. Analyzing the focus system in Molbog 
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 We now arrive at the main question of interest for this paper: Is Molbog nominative or 

ergative? This is not easily answered because there is no morphological evidence that favors  

one analysis over the other.  

 

4.1 The Passive Analysis in Molbog 
Consider first a nominative account commonly called the Passive Analysis (PA) 

(Gerdts 1988). Figure 1 summarizes the nominative description of Molbog pronominal and 

nominal arguments.  

  

  Focus Non focus Non focus Locatio

n 

Pronominal NOM ACC GEN LOC 

1singular aku  ku yahi � 

2singular ko  mu dika 

3singular siya  yo konjo 

1plural  akay  may  

Nominal ini 
(Tagalog ang) 

0  0 
(Tagalog 

ng) 

 

Vocative si ni   

 

Figure 1.  Nominative description of Molbog 
 

 

The Molbog data in (12) has been rewritten as (13) below to show the nominative 

typology. The data in (12) marks the focus system while the data in (13) highlights the 

nominative interpretation of the focus system. 

 
(13)  a.  Po-bi �bit         aku           ( 0 )   surat   kaay   indu �     ku 
             AF,fut-send  NOM’I’  ACC  letter   LOC   mother my 
 ‘I will send a letter to my mother’ 

 
b.  s-in-u �yak        mu             aku 

               OFpast-jab    GENyou    NOMme 
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    ‘I was jabbed by you’ 
 
c.  su �yak-on yo          ini       uyow 
     jab-LF    GENhe  NOM  monkey 
     ‘The monkey was jabbed (at) by him’ 

 

In the PA, agentive arguments are in FOCUS and they are nominative, while the less 

agentive arguments are NON FOCUS and accusative.  Genitive encodes oblique relations 

(and also possessive).    

A transitive clause with A argument, aku ‘1sg’, in the nominative is found in (13a). P, 

surat ‘letter’, is accusative marked here with 0-morpheme. It is important to observe from this 

that AF encodes the active transitive clause type for PA. OF and LF are found in (13 b and c) 

respectively. In these clauses, however, P argument is nominative, therefore promoted to S. S 

is now demoted to genitive (and thus no longer S) because it now bears an oblique 

relationship to the verb instead of nominative which bears a direct relationship to the verb. 

The outcome for these two clauses is that they are intransitives (actually derived intransitives, 

see section 2.3). (13 b and c), then, are actually passives as the translation indicates. The 

reason the nominative analysis has been labeled the Passive Analysis (PA) is because only AF 

is active while all other focuses are passive. Consider also the additional clauses in (14 and 

15). 

 
14) a. nong-utana   siya          ni       Sannol    kàpun. 
 AFpast-ask   NOMhe  ACC  (a name)  yesterday. 
 ‘He asked Sannol yesterday’   
 
       b. in-utana         yo          si         Sannol    kàpun.      
 OFpast-ask   GENhe  NOM  (a name)  yesterday                 
 ‘Sannol was asked by him yesterday’      
 
15)    a. opog-akad   ini        idong     ( 0 )    logtà. 
 AFpres-dig  NOM   dog        ACC   dirt 
 ‘The dog digs dirt’  

         b. okad-an   ( 0 )  idong   ini        logtà. 
  dig-LF    GEN  dog      NOM   dirt 
 ‘The dirt was dug in by a/the dog’   
    
          c. opog-akad   ini       idong. 
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  AFpres-dig  NOM  dog 
 ‘The dog digs around’  
 

  In the AF construction in (14 a), nong- cross-references the agentive argument 

A,  siya ‘1sg’, which is nominative. The less agentive argument P, Ni Sannol is accusative and 

therefore in direct relation to the verb. The same is true of (15 a). Opog- cross-references A, 

ini idong ‘the dog’ and is therefore nominative, while P, 0 logta � ‘dirt’ is accusative (0 

morpheme). AF, in this way, is the active transitive clause type for a PA of Molbog. In the OF 

construction in (14 b),  in- cross-references the less agentive argument P, si Sannol, which has 

now become nominative. Therefore it is now the S of the clause. The agentive argument A, yo 

‘3sg’ is now genitive and no longer nominative as in (14 a). A now bears an oblique relation 

to the verb. There is no longer a direct object relation (accusative). (14 b) is derived from (14 

a) and is now intransitive. P has been demoted to S while A has been demoted to oblique. 

Likewise in the LF construction in (15 b), -an cross-references the less agentive argument, ini 

logta � ‘the dirt’, marking it now as nominative (in (15 a) it was accusative) and S in the clause. 

The agentive argument, 0 idong ‘dog’, has been demoted from a nominative (in 15 a) to a 

geneitive and bears a backgrounded oblique relation to the verb. OF and LF are passives in the 

PA of Molbog. In the AF construction of  (15 c), opog- cross-references S, ini idong ‘dog’ and 

is nominative. This AF clause then is a simple intransitive clause type (i.e. not a derived 

intransitive) of the PA for Molbog. It is important to understand the conclusions of PA. First, 

PA accounts for the morphological facts presented in this paper, and second, PA requires OF 

(and LF) to be passive constructions. It will be observed below, however, that this ‘passive’ 

account of PA does not coincide with other facts at a discourse level. 

 

4.2 The Ergative Analysis of Molbog 
 

An Ergative Analysis (EA) requires a second look at the description of the 

pronominals in Figure 1 above, which is now revised and shown as Figure 2  below. 
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  Focus Non focus Non focus Location 

Pronominal ABS GEN ERG/GEN LOC 

1singular aku  ku yahi � 

2singular ko  mu dika 

3singular siya  yo konjo 

1plural  akay  may  

Nominal ini 
(Tagalog ang) 

0  0 
(Tagalog 

ng) 

 

Vocative si ni   

 

Figure 2.  Nominative description of Molbog 
 

 

The difference between PA and EA appears in the column labels such that nominative 

(NOM) in Figure 1 is now absolutive (ABS) in Figure 2 above. Likewise, accusative (ACC) is 

now genitive (GEN). GEN is now also ergative (ERG) and location (LOC) stays the same. 

The data in (13), (14) and (15) are rewritten as (16) (17) and (18) respectively and are now 

analyzed using the EA pronominal scheme in Figure 2. 

 
(16)  a.  Po-bi �bit         aku        ( 0 )   surat   kaay   indu �     ku 
             AF,fut-send  ABS’I’  GEN  letter   LOC  mother my 
 ‘I will send to my mother a letter’ 

 
b.  s-in-u �yak        mu             aku 

               OFpast-jab    ERGyou    ABS I 
    ‘I jabbed you’ 

 
c.  su �yak-on yo          ini      uyow 
     jab-LF    ERGhe  ABS   monkey 
     ‘He jabbed at the monkey’ 

 
(17) a. nong-utana   siya        ni       Sannol    kàpun. 
 AFpast-ask   ABShe  GEN  (a name)  yesterday. 
 ‘He asked about Sannol yesterday’   
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       b. in-utana         yo          si         Sannol    kàpun.      
 OFpast-ask   ERGhe  ABS   (a name)  yesterday                 
 ‘He asked Sannol yesterday’      
 
(18)    a. opog-akad   ini        idong     ( 0 )    logtà. 
 AFpres-dig   ABS     dog         GEN  dirt 
 ‘The dog digs in dirt’  

         b. okad-an   ( 0 )  idong    ini       logtà. 
  dig-LF     ERG dog       ABS    dirt 
 ‘The dog digs the dirt’   
 
          c. opog-akad    ini     idong. 
  AFpres-dig   ABS  dog 

 ‘The dog digs around’  
 

 Under an EA of Molbog, OF and LF are the active clause types (16 b and c). In these 

clauses A is ergative and P is absolutive (compare the free translations between (13) - (15) and 

(16) - (18)). It is (16a) that is a derived intransitive clause with S argument, aku ‘1sg’, in the 

absolutive. P, surat ‘letter’ is now a genitive (marked here with 0-morpheme) and therefore 

bears an oblique relation to the verb. P has been backgrounded in (16a) which is one of the 

purposes of an antipassive construction. Unlike PA where AF encodes the active transitive 

clause, here AF is antipassive, while OF and LF are actives. 

 In the AF construction in (17 a), nong- cross-references the agentive argument S,  siya 

‘1sg’, which is absolutive. The less agentive argument P, Ni Sannol is genitive and therefore 

in an oblique relation to the verb. P here has been backgrounded. The same is true of (18 a). 

Opog- cross-references S, ini idong ‘the dog’ and is therefore absolutive, while P, 0 logta � 

‘dirt’ is genitive (0 morpheme) and backgrounded. In the OF construction in (17 b),  in- cross-

references the less agentive argument P, si Sannol, which is now absolutive. The agentive 

argument A, yo ‘3sg’, is ergative. Likewise in the LF construction in (18 b), -an cross-

references P, ini logta � ‘the dirt’, which is absolutive. The agentive argument, 0 idong ‘dog’, is 

simply the ergative. In the AF construction of  (18 c), opog- cross-references S, ini idong 

‘dog’ and is absolutive. This AF clause then is a simple intransitive (i.e. not a derived 

intransitive) clause type similar to the PA for Molbog in (15 c).  
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The EA, therefore, also accounts for the morphological facts presented in this paper. 

However, it does not require OF (and LF) to be passive constructions; a very important point 

as we shall see below. 

 

5. Evidence for an Ergative Analysis in Molbog 
 
As we have shown above, both PA and EA account for the morphological facts of Molbog. It 

becomes necessary, therefore, to examine other levels of Molbog linguistic structure to determine 

which strategy is being used. 

 

5.1 Frequency evidence 
 
Clause distribution favors an EA account. In Molbog and some other Philippine 

languages, OF constructions are far more common and found more often in everyday 

communication and written texts (Walters 1995; Inglis 1997). See Figure 3.  

 
 

 Specific 

          AF         

Constructs 

        OF 

 

0 argument 4/5 = 80% 1/5 = 20% low transitivity 

1 argument 31/34 = 91% 3/34 = 9% low transitivity 

2 argument 8/27 = 30% 19/27 = 70% high 

transitivity 

 

Figure 3.   Argument frequency from a Molbog text (based on Babudin 1990) 
 
 
 Figure 3 is based on statistics drawn from a Molbog text. Presented are 0, 1 and 2 

argument construction statistics. The specific constructs targeted are AF and OF. The 0 and 1 

argument clauses are deemed lower in transitivity than a 2 argument clause. This seems 

natural given the idea that transitivity is an agentive argument affecting in some way a 
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agentive argument. It can be seen that OF encodes 70% of the 2 argument propositions. AF, 

on the other hand, encodes more frequently 0 and 1 argument propositions. It will be shown 

later with discourse evidence, that the majority of the  0 and 1 argument propositions occur in 

the stage of narrative as background and setting functions.  

PA implies the OF construction necessarily to be passive. That a passive construction 

would be the main clause type to encode storyline would be typologically highly marked and 

suspect (Hopper 1980). On the other hand, by viewing OF as transitive, EA accounts for the 

frequency distributions in Figure 3 without a highly marked typology.  

 

5.2 Discourse evidence 
 

A discourse analysis for Molbog previously presented employed salience schemes 

(Inglis 1997; see also Longacre 1989 and 1996). The results of such an analysis provide 

further evidence beyond the clause level that appear to support EA over  PA in Molbog. It will 

be helpful to review this discourse analysis in order to show how the implications of such an 

analysis favors EA in Molbog.  

Figure 4 below presents a paragraph analysis of sentences 57-66 from “The tale of the 

mousedeer and the dog” (Inglis 1997). 
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57 Dog said [sokalì AF promotion (B1)]   Thesis 
    “Give us some chili pepper.”        Seq Thesis 1a 
                      PAR P 
58 He was requesting [AF (B2)]            Paraphrase                     Seq Thesis 1 
     some chili pepper.                                                                  SEQUENCE P 
 
59&60 Mousedeer said [OF (B1)],         Seq Thesis  1b 
     “Why, there is chili pepper.” 
                                                                                                                                       Narrative 
61 When dog looked down,                   Seq Thesis 2a                                                  Sequence 
     his male organ was                                                                                                    Paragraph 
     protruding [OF (B1)]                                                             Thesis 
                                                                                                  SEQ P 
62 Dog was angry [AF-stative (B2)]     Reason 
                                                                            Seq Thes 2b                     Seq Th 2 
63 he chased mousedeer [OF (B1)]      Thesis        REAS P                        AMPL P 
 
64 Until now their quarrel                     Thesis 
     has not been resolved [OF- (B1)]                                                                                               
                 Amplification 
                                                                                        REASON P 
65 because his male organ          Thesis 
     was pointed to [OF (B1)]                         Reason                              
                                                                    RESULT P                                
66 That’s why he was                   Result          

      angry [AF-stative (B2 or B5)] 
 

 

Figure 4. Paragraph analysis of the Molbog narrative, The mousedeer and the dog. 
 

Starting at the far left of Figure 4 are the consecutive sentences that build into larger 

units until arriving at one Narrative Sequence Paragraph on the far right of the tree.  In this 

way Figure 4 presents a picture of embedding relationships of sentences and how these 

relationships build out into a single cohesive paragraph. Sentences 57 and 58 can be seen to 

form a pair  that work together at this discourse basic level. This pairing of sentences has been 

described as a dominant/ancillary relationship (Longacre 1996). One sentence will almost 

always play a dominant role (called Thesis) while the adjacent role is ancillary to it (in 58, 

Paraphrase). In this way sentence 57 and 58 together form a Paraphrase paragraph. This 

paraphrase combination (57 & 58) now combine with sentences 59 and 60 as a second level of 

relationships.  57 and 58 together form Sequence Thesis 1a while 59 and 60 together form 

Sequence Thesis 1b.  A thesis parpagraph does not bear a dominant/ancillary relationship as 
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such. Rather, it works equally together to make up the next level called Sequence Thesis 1. 

Sentences 61-66 are more complicated because they have many more levels of embedding. 

The important thing to understand for discussion here is that at the adjacent sentence level, 

sentences are paired to work together in a dominant/ancillary relationship. So it can be seen 

that sentence 62 works together with 63 and 63 dominates 62 because it is ‘thesis’ in that 

relationship of ‘reason and thesis’. Likewise, 65 and 66 pair together in a similar 

dominant/ancillary relationship of ‘thesis and result’.9  

The notion of ‘salience hierarchy’ is a key feature of this discourse analysis. It is an 

etic template proposed by Longacre (1989) for generating text and for analyzing sentence 

level pairing (such as just mentioned). Figure 5 shows a ‘Longacre style’ salience hierarchy 

for Molbog narrative previously posited (Inglis 1997). Each band is categorized by emic 

grammatical features from Molbog. 

 

 
Band 1  Storyline 

 
Object Focus (S/Agent) Action, (S/Agent/Patient) Motion, (S/Experience) 
Cognitive events 

  
Band 2  Backgrounded actions  
              and events 

 
Agent Focus (S/Agent)  (S/Experience) Cognitive states 

   
Band 3  Setting 

   
Stative verbs, adjectivals, descriptive verbs, 
existential verbs 

    
Band 4  Evaluations (author’s  
              intrusions) 

 
Object Focus, Agent Focus 

     
Band 5 Cohesive and thematic 

 
Adverbials, etc. 

          

Figure 5. Salience hierarchy schema for Molbog narrative (adapted from Inglis, 1997) 
 

 

B1 (band 1) salience means these kinds of sentences are the most salient and B2 are 

less salient and B3 are still less salient. What Longacre has suggested is that B1 type (most 

salient) sentences will be found to do two things. First, it will be the type of sentence that 

tends to encode storyline in narrative. Secondly, B1 will always bear a dominant relationship 
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with its paired counterpart (ancillary) at the contiguous sentence level. Given this hypothesis, 

it was suggested (Inglis 1997) that the focus system in Molbog forms a natural division of 

labor such that OF encodes the foregrounding storyline while AF encodes background. That 

is, the salience schema in Figure 5 above, OF as B1 and AF as B2, controls Molbog narrative 

structure. 

The second part of the analysis for Molbog coincides with Longacre’s second 

suggestion that higher bands of salience dominate lower bands of salience at the local 

sentence level. Returning to Figure 4 then, it can be seen that in all the sentence pairing of 

dominant/ancillary relationships (apart from sentence 57)10 it is OF (B1) that occurs more 

frequently as the dominant sentence and AF (B2) that occurs as the ancillary sentence at this 

local level. Sentence 57, although being AF has been promoted to B1 and dominates sentence 

58 which is an AF construction at the B2 level of salience. Sentence 63 is also OF and it 

immediately dominates sentence 62 which is AF and at a lower B2 level of salience. These 

two sentences move on to the next level of pairing and join sentence 61. Here sentence 61 is 

OF thus also a B1 level of salience. It therefore co-dominates as a series of Sequence Theses 

(2a and 2b) at this next level of pairing. Sentence 65 is OF and B1 while sentence 66 is AF 

and B2. Sentence 65 therefore dominates sentence 66 in the pairing. Notice 64 is OF and a B1 

level of salience. Being that sentence 64 pairs with the embedded sentences 65 and 66 and 

forms a Reason paragraph, sentence 64 dominates 65 and 66 as a pair for this Reason 

paragraph. Now sentences 61-63 together dominate sentences 64-66 in an Amplification 

paragraph. This Amplification paragraph (sentences 61-66) form Sequence Thesis 2 and join 

sentences 57-60, which are Sequence Thesis 1. These two sequences form the one Narrative 

Sequence Paragraph at the far right. 

OF then is performing two very key and foundational roles in Molbog. First it is 

encoding the highly transitive propositions of the narrative on the storyline. In Figure 4, each 

OF clause is storyline and each AF proposition (apart from sentence 57) is NOT storyline. 

Secondly, OF occurs as a dominant clause at the local level of sentence pairing. Given these 

two strong roles at the discourse level for OF, this lends additional evidence to the intuitively 

appealing idea that OF is a more predominant, basic and foundational construction. If a PA for 

Molbog is to be considered the interpretative choice over an EA, then OF is relegated to a 
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weaker, derived ‘passive’ construction and all of the salience findings of  Figure 4 would have 

to be viewed as merely ad hoc.  

 

6. Conclusion 
It is an intuitively appealing idea that OF is a more predominant, basic and 

foundational construction given the role of OF at the discourse level. At the clause level 

(under an EA), OF encodes an active transitive clause type (for Molbog). Being the basic 

transitive clause it can then typologically function at higher levels in the grammar without 

being a marked construction. Distributionally it has a higher frequency for transitive 

propositions. OF also plays the dominant role in paragraph analysis and in Molbog narrative 

discourse, it encodes storyline. In this way it is not functioning as a typically derived passive 

construction such as a PA projects for an OF construction. AF (for transitive verbs), given an 

EA, likewise encodes an antipassive clause type. This is a derived intransitive which is 

serving to background the patient role of the clause. The fact that it is a derived construction 

goes along with the lower occurrence frequencies in clause distribution, coincides with an 

ancillary role in paragraph analysis and encodes non-storyline background in narrative 

discourse.  

An EA is more valid because the implication at the morphological level 

(active/antipassive) accords neatly with the findings at the greater discourse level. This being 

the case, it would suggest that discourse considerations could have wider ramifications in the 

discussions on ergativity in other Philippine languages. 

 
Notes 

                                                      
1 It is worth mentioning the existence of a third lesser known typology called Active/Stative. This type of analysis 
targets the semantic role of the nominals (such as agency) whereas, the nominative typology focuses on the 
pragmatic role (such as subject). Ergativity, however, is more concerned with the transitivity, thus the saliency of 
a clause (a key point to this paper). Based on this and the added detail that ergative case marking runs more 
directly in opposition to nominative case marking, I have chosen to omit further discussion on Active/Stative 
typology. For further discussion on Active/Stative typology see Givon (1984). 
2 Although Gerdts (1980) was the first to present a technical ergative description based on Ilokono employing a 
Relational Grammar framework, the idea had been entertained earlier than this (Egerod 1975; Hopper 1979). 
3 Molbog is an Austronesian language from the Palawano branch of Western Malayo-Polynesian and is located in 
Southern Palawan of the Philippines. There are approximately 5,000 speakers of Molbog. 
4 Relational Grammar offers very insightful clause level analyses regarding nominals and their verbs. See 
Permutter (1983). 
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5 The Korean, Inga, Yupik and Dyirbal examples come from Hwang (1996). 
6 Inga is an Andean language found in Peru, Ecuador and Bolivia. 
7 Ergativity is more complicated than this brief overview describes. For instance, there are several kinds of split-
ergativity where the language is both nominative and ergative and makes a split based on some criteria (usually 
pragmatic), i.e., nimacy hierarchy. See Givon (1984) and Shopen (1985). Split ergativity also is very common in 
Philippine languages. Some languages on Mindanao show split ergativity with their pronouns (Pebley 1998). In 
this paper Molbog will be shown to be split morphologically ergative while syntactically nominative. 
8 Passive constructions have also been found in ergative languages along with antipassives. Many Philippine 
languages have passives. In Sama, a Philippine language, Walton shows the existence of both an antipassive as 
well as a passive (1985). 
9 For further details on paragraph types and relationships consult Longacre (1983 and 1996). 
10 In Inglis (1997), it was also shown that AF can sometimes be promoted from a B2 level to a B1 level by a 
salient adverb preceding the clause, such as, mogti� ‘immediately’ which imputes expediency and sokali�  ‘as soon 
as…’ which imputes a higher degree of urgency. It is the salience from these adverbs in an AF clause that places 
the clause on storyline. So for sentence 57 in (21) a promoted AF clause is B1 because of sokali�.  
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  Focus Non focus Non focus Location 

Pronominal ABS GEN ERG/GEN LOC 

1singular aku  ku yahi � 

2singular ko  mu dika 

3singular siya  yo konjo 

1plural (excl) akay  may I 

1plural (incl) kitoy  toy dokitoy 

1plural (dual kito  to dokito 

2plural kow  muyu dikow 

3plural sida  nida I 

Nominal ini / ina 
(Tagalog ang) 

0  0 / ngoni 
(Tagalog ng) 

 

Vocative si ni   

 
i  1 pl (excl) Location and 3 pl Location represent gaps in the data elicited and not necessarily gaps in 
the pronouns of Molbog 
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Appendix B: Molbog narrative,  
 

“The tale of the mousedeer and the dog” 
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Abbreviations: 
Loc Locative 
AF Agent Focus 
OF Object Focus 
Foc Focus 
Nonfoc Non Focus 
PL Plural 
Poss Possessive (Genitive) 
Neg Negative 
Caus Causative 
Redup Reduplication 
 
 
01  Jadi      sokalì        po   polanduk     kaay  o              karbow  mokò  
     well-so as_soon_as  still mouse_deer Loc   look-here carabao  and  
 
 sapì  babuy  idong  mog-otiyan       kitoy     sopulow    
 ox      pig       dog     AFpres-fishing Foc1pl  tomorrow   
 
  Well, mouse deer said to the water buffalo, and the ox, the pig, the 
dog, "Let's go fishing tomorrow." 
   
  02 Kuwan mgo � babuy  moko �  ini     mgo �  sapi �  karbow idong  Oho �     
       said       PL   pig       and    Foc   PL   ox      carabao dog    yes     
 
  The pig and the ox, the water buffalo, the dog said, "Okay". 
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 03  Jadi       pog-ompot     sopulow  mopanow-in no                 sida    
       well-so AFpart-reach  tomorrow go-OFpast    already now Foc3pl  
 
  So, the next day, they went. 
  
 04  pog-datong     nida           kaay lawod   noko-igà        doga  gasi   sida      song gobi     
      AFpart-arrive  Nonfoc3pl Loc   seaside AFpast-sleep  still   also   Foc3pl one   evening  
 
  When they arrived at the seaside, they slept there over night. 
  
 05  pog-durok       ina    po   nog-otiyan    06  Ogaya otiyan 
       when-morning Foc  still  AFpast-fishing               big       reef 
 
  When it was morning they went fishing.     The tide was very low. 
  
  07  Jadi    ogaya noisì  nida        sodà  
      well-so big     catch   Poss3pl  fish   
 
  Well, their catch of fish was big. 
  
 08  pog-datong   nida       kaay  o              binit  na    sotanga  sodà nida            osin-inan  
      when=arrive  Poss3pl  Loc   look-here side   well half       fish   Nonfoc3pl  salt-OFpast  
 
  When they arrived back to shore, some of the fish they salted. 
 
09   Sotanga bolà-in         gasi  po-in-bolad      10 Kiyà  osin-inan  
       half       split-OFpast also  Caus-OFpast-dry          Neg   salt-OFpast  
 
  Some they split and dried.                                          Without salting them. 
  
 11  Sotanga tapà-in.                     12 Jadi   nogsungorbi no          gasi  sida     po-iigà  
       half       dry(by fire)-OFpast        Then  all_night      already   also Foc3pl Caus-sleep  
 
  Some they dried over an open fire.   Then they slept the whole night. 
 
13   pog-durok        nog-otiyan       noga  poulì      14 Ina  koy ogaya koy   no-isì             nida 
       when-morning AFpast-fishing still    return           Also       big     also   OFpast-catch Nonfoc3pl 
 
  When morning came, they went fishing again.         Like before, they again caught a lot of fish. 
 
15   Baya-baya duwang   gobi      no    sida       na     sokalì         po     
      after            two        evening now  Foc3pl  well  as_soon_as still  
 
   ini     mgò sapì  idong  mokò  ini    mgò babuy  Sopulow   m-uli                 no      kitoy 
   Foc   PL    ox      dog     and      Foc  PL   pig       tomorrow  AFpres=return  now   Foc1pl 
 
  After they had been there two nights, well, the ox, the dog, and the 
pig, said, "Tomorrow let's go home." 
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16 Kuwan polanduk   Ohò   17 Jadi baya-baya durok     po-tolang             po-in-dokot-an 
     said     mousedeer  yes         well  after         morning AFCaus-get light Caus-past-stick to-LF 
 
  Mouse deer said, "Okay." Well, at morning, just getting light, the mousedeer had stuck (something) 
  
 no          ngoni   o             polanduk   ini    o             mata mgò sapì  mokò  karbow  mokò 
 already  this     look-here mousedeer  Foc look-here eye   PL   ox       and     carabao  and 
 
on the eyes of the ox, and water buffalo, and 
  
ini   babuy  idong           18  Pò  inaa nog-bahagi       sida      ngoni   sodà  ini 
Foc pig       dog                    For that  AFpast-divide Foc3pl  of_this fish    Foc 
 
pig, and dog.          For, when they had divided up the fish, 
 
  
konjo     polanduk    ina           toitù  siya       toitù  koy  bahagi   yo 
Loc3sg   mousedeer that(near) small Foc3pl   small also  share    Poss3sg   
 
(the share) to the mousedeer, in that he was small, his share was small too. 
  
 
19  Jadi    baya-baya po-tolang             kuwan o               polanduk   Tiyag      kow     no 
      well   after          Caus-getting light said     look-here mousedeer  wake up Foc2pl now  
 
  Well, when it was getting brighter, mouse deer said, "Wake up. 
   
  Kobo  layag dabo    
  look!   sail    there   
 
Look! Sails over there." 
   
20   pog-bangun  ngoni     mgò sapì  mokò mgò idong  karbow  ogog-sibong        mono layag 
       when-get up  Nonfoc  PL   ox      and     PL   dog     carabao  AFpres-looming  only   sail 
 
  When the ox, the dog and the water buffalo got up, looming up were 
sails eveywhere. 
 
21   Mogti           kunu         sida      nog-bangun      k-um-oskas    
       immediately reportedly Foc3pl AFpast-get up   AFpres-run  
 
  Immediately, so the story goes, they got up and ran. 
  
 22  moodù  tanà    nida        k-um-oskas    
      far          endure Poss3pl  AF-run   
 
  They ran for a long way. (Their endurance to run was far) 
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 23 L-um-ingow     gasi pog-lingow-poglingow        nida            og-ibut            koy 
      AF-look back   also when-looking back-Redup  Nonfoc3pl  AFpres-chase  also  
 
ini    layag  
DET sail 
 
They looked back too, and whenever they looked back,  the sails also were chasing. 
  
 24  Masi    pog-lotog-poglotog           nida            masi   ini   layag     25 K-um-oskas gasi  sida 
       still      when-look around-Redup Nonfoc3pl  still     Foc  sail            AFpres-run   also Foc3pl 
 
  As long as they looked around, there were the sails still.                         So they kept running. 
 
26 Tos    l-um-ingow           gasi     27 pog-lingow        ogko-lotog-an    nida           masi 
     finish AFpres-look back also          when-look back Pres-see-OF        Nonfoc3pl still  
 
Then they would look back.   When they lookd back, they could still see 
 
layag          28 Jadi  baya-baya sida      p-aya       no        indi_koy gasi  sida 
sail       well  after         Foc3pl  AF-tired  already not          also Foc3pl 
 
 the sails.              Well, when they finally got tired, 
 
nog-sarak            sida       nà     k-inum-oskas   nomog-baya �-bayà       hadja sida 
AFpast-separate  Foc3pl   while AFPres-run     AFpast-keep together   just    Foc3pl 
 
they had not yet gotten separated while they were running; they had kept together. 
 
29   t-imin-àlong no     sida      k-um-oskas  pò     ogko-paya    no 
       AF-stop        now  Foc3pl  AFpres-run  for     AF-tire       already 
 
They finally stopped running for they were tired. 
   
 30 Jadi  no-napu        mgò rupa ini    o             sapì sampay   ini     idong   
      then  AFpast-wipe PL   face  Foc look-here ox     and also  Foc   dog     
 
  Then the ox and the dog wiped at their faces. 
   
31 pog-sapu    nida            ipus  sodà kaay  mata nida        ogko-kopol  
     when-wipe Nonfoc3pl  tail   fish    Loc   eye   Poss3pl  AF-stuck   
 
  When they wiped their faces, fish tails were stuck over their eyes. 
   
 32   Ay    kuwan no     mgò sapì mokò idong  Uy   na    og=-dupang-=on  kitoy      polahan 
        hey   said      now PL    ox    CONJ dog     hey  well OF=fool=OFfut   weINCL surprise  
 
polanduk  
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mousedeer 
 
   "Hey", said the ox and the dog, "Hey, so mousedeer has fooled us." 
   
 33   Kiyà polahan  layag ina           po  =<in>=-lotog   yo        dokitoy  sugà ina  
       NEG  surprise   sail  that(near) CAUS=PAST=see 3pPRN to_us     but    DET  
 
  ipus sodà  po=<in>=-kopol        kati mata toy      
  tail   fish    CAUS=PAST=stuck here eye  ourINCL  
 
  It wasn't sails after all that he showed us, but fish stuck over our 
eyes." 
  
 
 
 
 34   na   yangan lamang   kuwan no    ngoni idong     35  mog=-tomu koy  akay          mokò ina                  
       well don't    just         said     now DET  dog             AF =meet    also   1plEXCL CONJ that 
 
  "Well, don't worry," said the dog.   polanduk. 
       mousedeer 
 
         That mousedeer and I will surely meet. 
  
 36  Matoy no     siya      37   <imin>=tàlong no    sida       kumoskas 
       die       now 3pPRON          pst-OF=stop     now 3pPRN  run 
 
  "He shall die."   So they stopped running. 
   
38 Jadi  tulus-=<in>          no        ngoni idong ini           o             polanduk 
    then  search_for=PAST already DET  dog    that(far) look-here mousedeer 
 
Well the dog searched for the mousedeer. 
   
39 pog =-samban yo         po =-DUP-loku siya         kaay  libuwat om   bunsud        
    when=found    3pPRN LOC=crouch     3pPRON there above    LIG  termite_hill  
 
  When he found him, he was crouched on top of a termite hill. 
   
 40 Sokalì        po   ini    idong  na   sò iti   matoy ko        no           
      as_soon_as still DET dog    well if  this die      youSG already_now  
 
  The dog said, "So now you are going to die." 
   
 41  Kuwan polanduk   Minònu     42 Minònu  kuwan mu       inaa  layag 
       said      mousedeer why        why         said     youSG that  sail 
 
  Mousedeer said, "Why?"   "Why did you say, sails?" 
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 43 Sokalì       ipus sodà po=<in>=-kopol        mu       kaay       o             mata may 
     as_soon_as tail   fish   CAUS=PAST=stuck  youSG DETloc look-here eye   ourEXCL 
 
  "As a matter of fact, you stuck fishtails over our eyes." 
   
44 Dupang-=<in> mu       hadja akay             45 Kiyopun  itii  matoy ko        no    ngonti 
     fool=PAST      youSG just   1plEXCL          therefore  this  die     youSG now right_now  
 
  "You just fooled us."         "Therefore, now you are going to die, right now." 
   
 
 
 
 46 Sokalì        po    ini     polanduk    Niyangan  mùna   47 Sugà mong=okon-okon mùna kito 
      as_soon_as still   DET mousedeer  don't         first           but    AFpres=eat           first    we 
 
  Mousedeer said,  "Wait a minute."     "but, let's eat first." 
   
 48 m-ulì  kito          kaay      bonuwa ku     49 na   indi_koy ini     idong 
     return   weDUAL DETloc house     my       well not          DET dog 
 
  "Let's go to my house."       Well, the dog refused. 
   
 50 opog=-isog     siya         sawab   dupang-=<in> sida      no=-paya      sida        nog=koskas 
     AFpres=anger 3pPRON because fool=PAST    3pPRN AFpast=tired 3pPRN  Afpast=run 
 
  He was angry because they had been fooled, they had been worn out from running. 
   
   
 51 Jadi     kuwan ngoni polanduk   Niyangan  bo    
     well-so said     DET  mousedeer don't         EMPH  
 
  So the mousedeer said, "Don't be like that." 
   
 52 m-ulì  kito          kaay     bonuwa  mong=okon-okon  
      return  weDUAL DETloc house     AFpres=eat        
 
  "Let's go to the house and have something to eat." 
   
 53 Sò ina    tos     no         kito          m=-okon     ina   po    bogò 
      if   REL finish  already weDUAL AFpres=eat REL still in-what-way  
 
 imbo-bogò imbo  hadja koogiyan mu       yahì  mongakù       aku 
 what-way   where just   manner     youSG to_me will-consent 1pPRN 
 
  "When we've done eating, that's when, whatever you do to me, I will consent. 
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54 Ina   aku          nà      po=-toy-=on            mu        ina    pònu-pònuwan mu     
    DET 1pPRON which CAUS=kill =OFfut  youSG DET do                      youSG  
 
 kojadi       hadja    
 its_alright just     
 
Whether you kill me, whatever you do, it's alright. 
   
 55 Jadi  m =-ulì=<in>       no    sida       kaay      bonuwa ngoni polanduk    
     then  AF=return=PAST  now 3pPRN DETloc house     DET   mousedeer  
 
  So, they went to the mousedeer's house. 
   
 56  nog=-gunda-=<in>    no   i              polanduk    
      AFpast=cook=PAST now the(ligat) mousedeer  
 
  The mousedeer started cooking. 
   
57 Jadi pagka  ina    tos    no         sida      mog=-gunda-=<in> pagka  
     well after   DET finish already 3pPRN AF =cook=PAST    after  
 
og=-okon no        sida       sokalì         pò  ini     idong  Bog=ay               kito          ladà 
OF=eat    already 3pPRN as_soon_as for   REL dog       in-what-way=hey weDUAL chili_pepper 
 
Well, when they had finished cookng, when they were eating, the dog 
said, "Give us some chili pepper." 
   
   
   
58   opong=angat o             ladà                59 Jadi kuwan polanduk   opong=angat ko        ladà 
      AF=ask         look-here chili_pepper        so    said     mousedeer AF =ask        youSG pepper  
 
  He was requesting chili pepper.                  So mousedeer said, "You're asking for chili pepper." 
   
 60   Ampa  dabo  ladà          
        why!    there  chili_pepper  
 
  "Why, there is chili pepper." 
   
 61 pog =-odow    ngoni idong lasù   yo        og=-DUP-luwas mo=-DUP-rigà  
     when=look_at DET  dog     penis 3pPRN OF=protruding  ADJR=very_red   
 
  When the dog looked down his penis was protruding, and red. 
  
 62 Jadi  nog=isog        idong        63 bù  siya         kunù         mong=gibu 
     well  AFpast=anger dog               and 3pPRON reportedly AFpres=charged  
 
bodas-=<in>  ini     polanduk 
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chase =PAST DET mousedeer  
 
  Well, dog was angry.                  And he charged and chased after the mousedeer. 
   
 64  Sampay   mogina  indi_koy n=awà               banta   nida 
       and_also today     not          OFpast=resolve quarrel their 
 
  And until now, their quarrel has not been resolved. 
 
 
65 pò sawab    sida       nà   ming =okon pong=angat siya     ladà     tinuddù   lasù   yo 
    for  because 3pPRN  that AFpot=eat   AF=ask      3pPRN pepper  point_to penis 3pPRN  
 
For when they were eating, and he asked for chili pepper, his penis was pointed to. 
   
 66 Kopun     siya         nog=isog  
      therefore 3pPRON AFpast=anger  
 
  That's why he was angry. 
   
 67 Jadi inaa no         gasi sokod tinultulon polanduk   mokò mgò idong  sapì  babuy  karbow 
     well  that already also extent tale           mousedeer CONJ PL   dog     ox      pig       carabao  
 
So, that's the end, of the tale of the mousedeer and the dog, the ox, the pig, the carabao. 
   
  
 


